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A tripÂ in Cosmina's worldÂ Cosmina, an ambitious young lady, learns step-by-step theÂ secrets of

the quilling technique. Starting from her desire to discover a newÂ world, Cosmina applies herself to

the art of quilling while being guided by aÂ person who truly cares for her, and thus she becomes,

after many trials, anÂ example for her friends.You are invited to read this book to come closer to

CosminaÂ and her experiences in the art of quilling.BookÂ contentÂ The book is divided in five

chapters, bringing the readersÂ detailed explanations and good practice techniques for skilful

paperÂ rolling."Quilling Basics.Â Discover the Magic World of Surprises inÂ Quilling" is a complete

guide forÂ paper rolling. It is addressed especially to those who wish to learn the art ofÂ quilling, but

also to those who are already initiated in this art but who areÂ looking for answers of how to create

better and cleaner work that can attractÂ admiring looks from people.The book structure is as

follows:Chapter 1 Types of paper recommended forÂ quillingÂ Chapter 2 Basic tools required

forÂ quillingÂ Chapter 3 Rolling the paper and basicÂ shapesÂ Chapter 4 Tips every beginner

shouldÂ knowÂ Chapter 5 Quilling designs you can make atÂ homeÂ Appendix 1. How to make

quillingÂ paperÂ Appendix 2. Types of paper and usingÂ recommendationsÂ Appendix 3.

MetricalÂ dimensionsÂ Appendix 4. Basic quillingÂ shapesÂ Appendix 5. Standard colours for

quillingÂ paper stripsÂ Appendix 6.Â GlossaryÂ Discover your own world ofÂ magicÂ By following

the instructions, examples and advices, and byÂ practicing the models suggested by the author for

home study, you can enjoy theÂ crafting of objects that you can do yourself, and which can be given

variousÂ uses: creating cards, decorating picture frames, presents, the Christmas tree,Â and any

household object you may fancy.The models are easy to craft by a beginner, while the

mostÂ advanced artists may also find a source of inspiration for more

complexÂ projects.Considering the fact that some people might consider usingÂ this art as a source

of income through their own small business, we could sayÂ that they will be paid many times more

than what they have invested.
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I have only just learned how to quill and I am tickled pink about this wonderful craft. It's really easy

to learn and the cost for the equipment isn't bad at all. In fact, I am putting an order together so my

sister will have all the tools and gadgets I have. She works with children at school and they are

always doing crafty things. I'm so glad to have a hobby she can share with me as she doesn't knit or

crochet like I do.I especially like the kits which come with the patterns and the papers needed for all

the projects listed in each kit. I think I haveabout 10 kits now and I also found a bunch of patterns on

the internet. This is a good book for beginners like me and it's on Kindle!

I already know how to quill but my little girl wanted to learn and I find I'm not the best teacher. (I tend

to be a perfectionist and it gets in the way sometimes.) I got her this book and left her to her own

devices. She loved it and told me parts of the story as she she read. She loves to quill, too. She

made me a card with some shapes she learned from this book, which I'll cherish forever,

imperfections and all.

A few weeks ago someone recommended me to buy Kindle Books from . First time when I heard

this idea I thought that eBooks will not offering me the same experience like a real book. So, a few

days ago, I decided to buy quilling books and I started with Quilling Basics by Alberta Neal.I find

myself enjoying reading on my iPad. Thank you !

This is a book for beginners.Excellent book!Love reading quilling book's, keep my interest until the

last pageThis great book, gives me the basic quilling instructions.Overall impression: wonderful!!!



The first surprise is one story of a little girl who discovers the art of quilling and the second surprise

is given by the techniques for paper craft that show you how to make quilling earrings, flowers,

butterflies, necklace or Christmas stars.First time when I saw this book, I believe itâ€™s something

like origami, but it wasnâ€™t. The art of quilling is different and this Quilling Basics is a good book to

start your practice in quilling.

Quilling Basics is a nice and easy book. I like the story of Cosmina and also I saw clean and easy

techniques that are provided for making different models from paper.My favorite design is daisy

flowers.For me it was a pleasant experience and I want to see the next book from Alberta Neal. I

saw that she has a series, Silent Quilling â€¦ so I hope to see the next book very soon.Good

purchase you wonâ€™t regret it!

This is a very good book for your child and so was for mine. It is not important if you take the entire

series of Silent Quilling, or if you take just a book from Alberta Neal or from another writer. Most

important is what you gain from it.If you have fun and you enjoy playing with your child, quilling

could be a good relaxing activity.Buy Quilling Basics, itâ€™s a good experience!

Quilling Basics is one of the greatest guides for those who want to make quilling flowers, Christmas

stars, butterflies, earrings, or necklace. Besides tips that every beginner should know and making

staffs from paper, you also have a bed time story for your child.For me it was the best book of

quilling that I ever read until now. Thank you Alberta Neal for this book!
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